


EXAM 6C SPRING 2018 SAMPLE ANSWERS AND EXAMINER’S REPORT 

QUESTION 12 

TOTAL POINT VALUE: 2.5 LEARNING OBJECTIVE(S): B2 

SAMPLE ANSWERS 

Part a: 0.25 point 

Sample 1 

 To ensure that mandatory auto insurance is available to every owner, operator of a 
vehicle who requires auto insurance to legally operate their vehicle. 
 

Sample 2 

 Provide coverage for legally licensed drivers that cannot be obtained in the voluntary 
market, to promote availability of insurance coverage of residual market. 

 

Part b: 1 point 

Sample Responses for part (i): 

 FARM = uses FA rates, rules, classification 
RSP = uses ceding company approved rates 

 FARM: rates determined by FA 
RSP: rates based on appropriate risk classification of ceding insurers  

 
Sample Responses for part (ii): 

 FARM = only placed if agent broker can’t find coverage in private market through 3rd 
party servicer 
RSP = through ceding company own UW rules 

 FARM: insured applies and is aware that they qualify as market residual risk 
RSP: insureds unaware of transfer; insurer’s use their own UW guidelines 

 RSP: to cede risk, risks should meet the following requirements: 1. PPV; 2. not residual 
market risk; 3. risk has at least statutory minimum TPL limit; 4. insurer is doing/following 
appropriate and prudent UW guidelines, classification, and rating procedure; 5. only uses 
approved premium rates 
 

Part c: 0.75 point 

Sample Responses (three of the following) 

 PPA 

 Doesn’t qualify to be insured by FARM 

 Not residual market risk 

 Must carry min statutory TPL limit 

 Must have the statutory minimum liability limit 

 Risk’s rate must be charged with the approved rate with no modifications 

 Risk must be properly classified and rated as per insurer approved rates 

 Follow the insurer’s underwriting procedure and disclose all the necessary 
documentation 
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Part d: 0.5 point 

Sample Responses for part (i): 

 Ensure ceding company still have a good management of claim on risk ceded to pool (still 

have exposure to risk ceded). 

 Insurer keep a 15% coinsurance so they have an incentive to underwrite prudently 

because they will be responsible for a part of the loss. 

Sample Responses for part (ii): 

 This is to prevent insurers from ceding all new business written and later cherry pick the 
good risks; encourages responsible underwriting. 

 So companies don’t use RSP as marketing tool, especially new business which has more 
expenses than renewals.  
 

EXAMINER’S REPORT 

Candidates were expected to demonstrate their knowledge on the Facility Association and its 
FARM and RSP. Few candidates received full credit for this question. 
 

Part a 

Candidates were expected to discuss the FA’s objective to ensure the availability of automobile 
insurance. 
 
Common mistakes included: 

 Not including enough detail that FA is concerned with automobile insurance, or other 
related words like “licensed driver”, “vehicle owner”, etc. 

 Stating that FA is only concerned with RSP or FARM risks. The goal is to have auto 
insurance be available to all owners and licensed drivers of motor vehicles who need the 
insurance to legally operate those vehicles.  
 

Part b 

Candidates were expected to compare FARM and RSP on the rates charged and admission 
requirements. Candidates were expected to include details on FARM rates, RSP rates, FARM 
admission, and RSP admission. 

 
 
Common mistakes included: 

 In part (ii), discussing FARM and RSP administration rather than admission 

 In part (ii), discussing the usage of carriers or who is selling the insurance. This is not 
addressing admission. 

 Not providing enough detail, for example: 
o RSP: PPV only (The answer should have more detail; candidates could mention 

cession limits or other admission conditions). 
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Part c 

Candidates were expected to identify the RSP eligibility criteria. Some candidates did not 
correctly identify the criteria and gave answers that were not specific enough or only a part of a 
criterion.  

 
Common mistakes included: 

 Answering “private passenger vehicles only” and “non-fleet” as two items 

 Answering with “appropriate rates” or “adequate rates” rather than “approved rates” 
regarding what premium is charged 

 Answering “Must have all required documentation” [need to mention “follow the 
appropriate classification and rating procedures”, which is the more important part of 
this criterion] 

 Answering “No manual discount” [need to mention “approved rates” as well] 

 Answering “Minimum mandatory coverage. Must carry TPL coverage.” [not detailed 
enough; need to include “minimum”, “third party liability” or at least “liability”, “limit” if 
being less detailed with “min statutory” or “min mandatory” but otherwise will take 
“coverage” if being detailed with “min TPL” or “min liability”] 
 

Part d 

Candidates were expected to explain the reason for implementing each of the rules.  
 

Common errors included: 

 Not justifying the answers and only providing broad statements that did not tie to the 
rule. 

 Answering only “marketing tool” for part (ii) without explaining further; candidates 
should briefly describe the concept and demonstrate their knowledge on how companies 
may take advantage of the RSP for new vs renewal business. 

 Answering “to prevent insurers from intentionally writing additional bad business and 
ceding this business.” [Even if the insurer is writing bad business, it would not have 
“additional bad business” because RSP follows the underwriting rules of the insurer, each 
risk is being retained 15%. The insurer needs to have an incentive to maintain good 
claims handling once the risk is ceded.] 
 

 

  


